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which the thesis is concerned and tor his careful l'eading and 
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In addition to Professor Powers, Professor Nathan 
Kantrowitz of Kent State University and Professor William Bates 
of Loyola University have helped the writer with their criticisms 
concerning the methodology of the thesis. The writer is also in-
debted to Professor Jerome McF.lroy ot The John Jay College ot 
Criminal Justice for his encouragement and to Professor Joseph 
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cerning tbe relevance of the thesis. 
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thesis. Mrs. William R. Z1nthefer and Miss Mary Jane Ryan are 
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to be thanked for tt"B 1r typing of the manuscr5 ,)t. 
The writer alone is responsible for any errors in the 
thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRO DUCT ION 
The concern of human ecology has been differently defined 
by human ecologists throughtout its history-. George Theodorson, 
in a review of the field, 1 presents four general positions con-
cerning the study ot btnnan ecology that have been held by eoo-
logis ts over the years. 
The first was the classical position. According to the 
founders of the field, men such as Robert E. Park, Ernest w. 
Burgess, R. D. McKenzie and Louis Wirth, human society is seen 
as organized on two levels: the biotic and the cultural. The 
biotic level is subsocial. It is organized around basic, non-
thouEtittul adjustments of men to a competitive struggle for 
existence that holds men in an automatic and unplanned degree of 
competitive cooperation and interdependence. These nonthoughttul 
adjustments are referred to as symbiotic relationships and place 
imen in spatial relationships to one another. The cultUl"al level 
ia considered a superstructure resting upon the biotic level and 
is organized around communication and consensus among men. The 
1 George A. Theodorson, ed., Studies in Human Ecology (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 19bl). 
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nontboughtful adjustments to the competitive struggle for exist-
ence is seen as tbe proper study ot humen ecologista.2 Tbis model 
ot society was doveloped under the intluonoe of biology 1n socio• 
logy.3 
Th.e aecond position presented by Theodoraon, the neo-ortho• 
dox. rejects the biotic-level, cultural-level distinction made by 
the classical ecologiata, but maintains the claas1cal position 
that ecology should be oonoerned with the study ot apatial dia-
t~tbution or social obaracterlatics 1n so tar aa they ~•fleet 
patterns or OOD'Lmunity atruotul'e. Community structure 111 seen aa 
tbe way a population o~ganizea itself for sul'Vtval 1n a parti-
cular hab1tat.4 James A. Qulnn, Amoa H. Hawley, Otis Dudley 
f);inoe.n, and Calvin Fl. Schmid are among the eoolo:;.~1.sta holding 
this position. 
'I'he tbird position, soc 1al area analysia, also res ts on 
the ?ropoa1tion tbat community structure 1a l"etleoted in the 
distribution ot social obaracter1st1cs end that this ls tbe pl"O-
per study cf eer.>loa. However, eoc1al area a.nalya1a e.11phaslzes 
the systematic oba~aoter of society. Society becomes leas c01n-
plex, remains static, or becomes more complex bolisticall~ 
2 Ibid., 4• 
-.3Robe~t R. l'ar\c, '1tffuman E.cology," American Jt'.turnal ot 
Soo1olosz, XLII (JUly, 1936), 1-4. 
4'rheodo!'8on, 129-130. 
$Joseph F. Scheuer, "Language, Symbols and Models 1n 
Ep1dem1olo!J," (unpublished working paper, JuYen1le Cor~eet1ons 
Pl'oject, Fordham Un1wers1ty, Sentember, 196,5), 21·2.5. 
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through the dlf.f'erentiation of status and role. Eshref Shevky 
and Wendell Bell are the principal proponents of this position. 
The fourth position, socio-cultural ecology, emphasizes 
culture as a primary ex~lanatory concept in the study of human 
ecology. Social characteristics are not always unintended 
adaptations to survival needs in a struggle for existence, but 
bave meaning in the lives of the people possessing them. Meaning 
partially determines t~ distribution of social characteristics 
in the social structure. 6 Theodorson considers Walter Firey, 
Christen T. Jonassen, Jerome K. Myers and Albert L. Seeman among 
the socio-cultural ecologists. 
In each of these four position, human ecology is con-
sidered as the study of the distribution o! social character• 
istics in so tar as each reflects community structure. The 
intent of human ecology is to study community structure and to 
do so through the analysis ot social cbaraoteristios. 
A major methodological question arises in the ecological 
attempt to study community structure: bow does tbe researcher 
arrive at knowledge of community structure through the analysis 
ot the distribution ot social oharacteriatioa? Once he bas noted 
the differences in the age-sex structure of population units 
within a given area, the differences in the racial composition 
anong the units of the area, an:i differeooes in average family 
size, how does the researcher use these data to make sense out of 
6Theodorson, 132. 
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the total i ty o f the oommuni ty? 
One approach is straight deduction w1 th empirical testing. 
In this case a theory .of community structure is selected, includ-
ing its postulates and propositions. A hypothetical model of 
community structure is deducted from the theory and logically 
related to specific statanents concerning the inter-relationships 
ot tt:e sooial characteristics of the community. A aeries ot 
indicators is constructed to mal'k the presence or these charac-
te l'is tics in such a na nner th at the statements can be quan t1 ta• 
tively measured and demonstrated in the inter-relationships of 
the characteristics. 
An example of this approach is social area analysis aa 
developed by Esbl'ef Shevky and Wendell Bell. 7 Taking certain 
pos tu.la tea concerning industrial soc 1ety from the wol'k of the 
economist Colin Clark.8 Shevky and Bell logically deduced cer-
tain propositions concerning social characteristics of industrial 
pormla tions and then constructed a series ot indices to measure 
the operations with which the propositions are ooncemed. 
This logico-deductive approach is essential to the develop-
ment of scientific knowledge. However, the process is as reward-
ing as tbe basic theory from which the hypothetical propositions 
are deduced is ett1cac1ous in explaining phenomena, and as the 
7Eahref Shevky and Wendell Bell, Social Area Analzsis 
(Stanforth Stanford University Press, 1955). 
8 Colin Clark, 'l'be Conditions of Economic Progress (2d. ed.J 
London: Macmillan Co., 1951). 
logic used in the deduction is sound, and aa the propoa1t1ons 
deduced are adequate to the analysis of the phenomena. A theory 
which misses its mark, or poor logic, or inadequate propositions 
leaves the researcher unable to make sense out of his data or 
leads him to faulty conclusions. For example, Otis !)..tdley n.incan 
rejects the validity of social area analysis on the grounds that 
the authors• theoretical reasoning does not necessarily lead to 
any unique set of measures for composition into indices or even 
lead to any useful criterion for selecting measures.9 In other 
words, their deduction from theory was not proper. 
The hiatory or modern science10 bas demonstrated how well 
the logico-deductive method pays oft in scientific knowledge 
when a developed mind attains the insight of a new theory and 
the probings ot empirical research lead to suppositions, then 
propositions, concerning phenomena which that mind logically and 
adequately relates to that theory. The history of science has 
also demonstrated how impossible it is tor that same developed 
mind to make propositional sense out or phenomena when that mind 
lacks an insightful theory or is incapable of seeing any logical 
link between propositions he might be able to develop and any 
ongoing theory. 
When tbe state of a science is such that significant 
9ot1a Dudley Duncan, "Review of social Area Analzsis," 
~· IJC (July, 1955), 84-85. 
10 Herbert Butterfield, The Origins of Modern Science 
(1st rev. ed.; New York: The Free Press, 1965). 
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theory is lacking or that adequate proposition construction seems 
almost impossible, then another method ot bridging the gap betwe~~ 
theory and proposition might be fituittul. This is a process ot 
induction through which the researcher, on the basis of educated 
guesses, allow~ the results of his data gathering to suggest 
hypotheses to him and then allows his developed h1Pothetical pro• 
p4)s1t1ons to suggest theory to h1m. This prooesl! does not obviat 
the necessity of using the deductive method tor e.rr1v1ng at valid 
scientific knowledge. But 1t can, howev-er, excite the mud to 
develop a1gn!f1oant theory. Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. 
Strauss refer to such theory as ngrounded theory• and suggest 
this inductive method ae a valuable one ror sociology today.11 
Thie inductive method is empirical and it is comparative. 
As empirical, the data are gathered in a categorized and 
measured form. This categorization arid measurement presupposes 
conceptualization12 but alao'formulates concepts. As comparativei 
this method pits the concepts derived trom one study against the 
concepts derived froQ a eomparable study. Co1npsrison not only 
points out difter~cea in results but also euggesta retormula• 
tions ot concepts and propositions. 
11Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss, The ~1scover1 
9t Grounded Theory (Chicago: Aldine Publishing ao., 1967). 
12Glaser ~nd Strauss comment. "Ot course, the researcher 
doea not approach reality as a tabula raaa. He must have a 
perspective that will help him see relevant data and abstract 
significant e~tegortes from li:ta iiu~rlJ.t:iny ot the data."~., ). 
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An exam.pl• of such heuristic, inductive research is a mono-
graph entitled, "Ecological and Demographic Indices: A Methodo-
logical Analysis," writ ten by Calvin F. Schmid and K1yosh1 
Tagashira in 1964.13 These researchers performed product-moment 
correlations ot 42 soc1o-demograpb1c variables fbr the census 
tracts of the city ot Seattle in 1960 and tound through multi-
variate analysis or the correlation matrix tbat ten ot the vari-
ables ware revelatory of the socio-demographic struotUl"e of the 
large urban ocmmun1ty. In order for definite propositions con-
cerning tbe 1nter-relat1onab1ps or the social character1st1ca ot 
urban populations to be formulated in hypo the tioal form and tben 
empirically tested• other studies, similar to the Scbm1d•Tagasb1r 
study, should be performed as com.par1aona. 
Tbis thesis Nports on one aucb comparative study. It pl'e-
sents a matrix of pl"Oduot-moment correlation coefficients or nine 
sooio-dem.ograpbic variables tor ttE Bronx, Kev York City. in 
1960, and compares th is a tr1x to a similal' matrix for Seattle in 
1960 presented by Sob.mid ao.d Tagashira. Tbese variables are nine 
of tbe ten Scbmid and Tagashira found revelatory of urban struc-
ture in Seattle.14 
This thesis 1s merely a partial replication ot tbe Seattle 
study. First of all. it presents statistics on only nine ot tbe 
l3Calv1n F. Scbln.id and Iriyoab1 Tagaabira, "Beological and 
Dem~~rapbic Indices: ! Methodological Analysis,n oemograpbz, I (1964), 194-211. 
14irhe values tor one variable could not be calculated tor 
reasons stated below in Ch ter 3. 
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42 variable• presented by Schmid and Tagashira. Secondly, this 
stuc\1 presents tor comparison only the matrix or correlation 
coefficients of tbe significant variables rather than the com• 
plete multi-variate aralysis. Tbia comparison is all that is 
needed to demonstrate the point intended. Thirdly, the repli-
cation 11 a study or the ooD1'1un1 ty structure or only a part of a 
major American city, the Borough or the Bronx, New York City, 
while the Schmid-Tagashira study analyzes the structure or a 
whole cl tJ. 
Thia third factor is a major drawback in the replication. 
Yet, it is an unavoidable drawback. Because tha Bronx is not a 
whole city, it lacks some ot the tunctional cbaracteriatics or 
tha city. It has no central business district. Its business is 
predominantly small manufacturing, warehousing, wholesaling and 
reta111ng.15 Its population haa resulted largely trom an over-
flow trcm the Borough ot Manbatta:i.16 It lacks the distribution 
ot social class characteristic• present in most American cities. 
Its history in the twentieth century includes the establishment 
and maintenance of working-class ethnic enclaves suob as tbe 
Italian oomnunity in Belmont and the Irish community in Fordham. 
15A Profile of tbe Bronx Eoonomz (Bronx, New York: Insti-
tute for Urban Studies, Fordham bnlversity, July, 1967). 
16Jobn M. Martin, Joseph P. Fitspatriek and Robert E. 
Gould, M. D., Tbe Analysis or Delintuent Behavior: A Structural 
Approach (New York: Random Houae,969), 11~-128. Th!s •~ction 
was adapted trom a working paper written by Joseph F. Scheuer tor 
tbe Juvenile Court Community Development Project, Department ot 
SociologJ" and Anthropology, Fordham. University, in 1967. 
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It also includes the escape or the Jewish new middle-class from 
the Lower East Side of Manhatten to the Grand Concourse and to 
Tremont. Vivian Gornick recalls that "In the first talkie evel' 
made, 'The Jazz Singer,• Al Jolson, having made it big on the 
Chicago vaudeville circuit, returns to the teeming Lower East 
Side ghetto from which he hes only in a sense escaped, clasps 
his old mother in his arms, and announces loudly over the hys-
teria following his return: 'Mam.a, I'm rich& We•re moving to 
the Brorutl'"l7 Since the end of World War II the migration to 
the Bronx trom Manhattan has been mostly from the Black popu• 
la tion of Harlem and from tbe Puerto Rican population of East 
Harlem. 18 Al.so, a1noe the early 1960' a the European ethnic 
populations have been moving out of tbe Brome into the northern 
suburban Westchester County. As a result, the Bronx is populated 
mostly by the aged, poor Italians, Irish am Jews and young 
Blacks and Puerto Ricans. The Bronx population today baa few 
upper-middle and upper class people. 
However, it remains to be demonstrated that a "part" of 
a city the size ot the Bronx, with a 1960 population ot 
1, 424,81$19 ia aignlticantly different in its ecological struc-
ture from whole large cities. Hadden and Borgatta include in 
17v1v1an Gornick, "You Can Go Home Again--But :oon•t," 
The Villa~e Voice, Nov. 6, 1969, l. 
18Mart1n, Fitzpatrick am Gould, 127-128. 
19Ui:1ted States 
Census •tf.aoi;s 
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their single eatego1"1 of "largest cities" all those with popu• 
lations in excess ot 150,000. 20 The Bronx is one or the largest 
urban areas 1n the countey. Furethermox-e, because of the metl'o• 
politanization ot our uPban areas, eve!'y large .American city is 
merely a "part" or a lnrger metropolis arrl 1s not functionf.llly 
1nde-pendent ot tbe rest ot the meti-opolitan a?'ea. so, to a cer• 
tain extent, Seattle and every city lacks the same wholeness 
tba.t the Bronx lacks. 
This thesis can be considered in light ot a dispute that 
raged in sociological journals between neo-orthodox ecologists 
Otis f).idle7 runcan, Amos Hawley and Calvin Scbmid and social are 
analyst Wendell Bell and Scott Greer in tbe late 19.50'• and the 
early 1960'•• The dispute had to do w1 tb tbe validity and the 
generality ot sooial area analysis as pmposed by Bell and 
Eshret Shevky. In brier, tbe oeo-ortbodox ecologists criticized 
the work of Shevtcy and B,11 for not being what its authors said 
it wast logical deduction and testable generalization. Calvin 
Schmid went turtber tban mere o?t1ticism. He chose h11ur1st1o 
induction as a technique that might lead to generalizations that 
could be stated in a testable torm. This thesis can ·02 •~en as 
one teat of Schmid'• generalizations. 
The central problan with which this thesis is concerned 
1• thiat what 11 the genel"lllity of empirically, atheoretically 
20Jetfef!7 K. Hadden ard Edgar F. Borgatta, .American Cities: 
Theil' Soo 1al Charaetex-1st1e a (Chic ago: Rand Me Nally & Co., 
1965). --
11 
derived findings? Is it adequate to generalize about phenomena 
on the basis ot particular t1nd1ngs? ~pec1f1cally, Sch.mid and 
Ta~ashira assert that the final ten var1ablea resulting from 
their multi-variate analysis NpNaent sufficiently the basic 
aocio•demographio atl'Ueture ot the large urban community.21 It 
thia be true, then these ten variables, measured 1n another large 
urban community at tbe 8al'lll!lt time in h1ato17, should inter-rel.ate 
1n the same mannel' u Schmid and Tagaahira round them to do. If 
not, then adjustments must be made in conceptualization and tur-
tner comparative reaearob performed before generalizations will 
be reliable. A turther question, beyond the scope ot this the-
11a, can also be raised. In heur1at1o, inductive research, what 
criteria determine the adequacy ot variable a chosen to reveal 
aoolal structure? Schmid and Tagashira selected 42 variables 
tran the oenaus statistics. Why tboae 42 variables? What do 
the t1 ral ten variable a mean? Ia their social mean1rg in one 
urban ar• the ea.me as it would be in anotb• uraban area? 
As was mentioned earlier, tbe kind ot research repre-
sented by this the•i• lacks a theo?'etical base. Unlike social 
area analysis the.re ia no pre-determined understanding of urban 
atructure. Subsequently, there are no stated bypotheaee of the 
relationship or variables considered elements in the organization 
of urban atruoture. ~urthermore, there 1a no conceptualization 
of the relationship between variables chosen. This 1s a major 
21Rahmid and Tagaabira, 211. 
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difficulty in the inductive research that leads to grounded 
theory, since all understanding depends upon clear and concise 
concepts. Tbia is a problem in the Bronx replication aa it was 
in the original Seattle study. 
The methodological technique used in this research is 
baslcal'.cy' statistical. Data on variables gathered regularly by 
the u. s. Bureau of the Census for census tracts are correlated 
and presented in matrix torm. The variables are defined by the 
Census Bureau, but 0C11ceptua11zat1on ends there. Since there is 
no theo17, tbere is no understanding of what it means tor the 
variables "peroent male" end 11percent under 5 year•" to be highly 
correlated or for either to be uncorrelated with "percent ot 
vacant hous:tng units." And, at a deeper level of an.alysis, tbe 
finding that the underlying regula~itie1 in tbe iotercorrelations 
indicate that the variablea "median value, ownel:' occupied housin~ 
units," mean monthly rent," "median grade completed" and "male 
professional, t~ohnical and kindred worker•" are significantly 
end highly related leaves the researcher relying on other 
res ea re hen• ongoing tneo 1"' or on common senae to give meaning 
to the relationships. 
To properly use this methodologJ it is necessary tor tbe 
researcher to rely upon abstraction• of the mathematical variety 
to identify tindinga. So, the relationship between "percent 
male" and "percent under 5 years" ia understood as ".544," 
indicating that the relationship is not due to chance variations. 
To merely ttely on ongoing theory or common sense to explain the 
13 
tindings is to beg the question and to give up the quest. How-
ever, to allow the statistical findings to suggest the beginning 
of a model of urban structure is to enter onto the discoveey ot 
grounded theory. This methodology, tberefore, is heuristic and 
cannot be judged as adequate or inadequate on a theory-linked 
basis. 
In oonclusion, this tbeais is presented aa a canparison 
to Schmid and Tagaahira' s study into the ecological and demo-
graphic atruc1ure ot the large urban oollltl.unity. As a comparison, 
this thesis is a first step in attempting to address the problem 
ot theory generation within the neo-orthodox approach to human 
ecology. 
I' ' 
CHAPTER II 
REVI!!.'W OF THE THEORETICAL LITERATURE 
In the beginning of tbe article in whicb they report on 
their study, Schmid and Tagaab1ra writes 
In recent years serious attempts have been made to 
develop techniques tor describing systematically the measur-
able spatial patterns ot the urban connun1ty as well as their 
underlying social dimensions. These techniques are concerned 
with the ecological and demographic struotlll'e of the commu-
nity as a whole, as well as the meaningful oharaoter1zation 
ot ditferent types or areas in precise, quantitative folll. 
Perhaps the best-known o ontl'ibutions are "social at"ea analy-
sis" by Eahref Shevky and his colleagues and "cluster analy• 
sis" by Robert c. Tryon a.."ld his oollabo.?tators. Bot?:.\ teoh-
n1quea, however, have been subjected to criticism ~~h 
reference to their theory, methodology arrl utility. 
'rhe authors then go on to 1 ntroduce their owr. attempt, presenting 
its emphasis and objectives. In 110 other pa.rt of their pa"?er do 
they allude to the similar attempts made by othe~ scholars, 
&1th er to compal'• th e1 r approach to tbe approac bea ot others or 
to present th et r approach as a eon tribution to a lal"tge.r, develop• 
ing school or thought. 
The primary author, Calvin Schmid, he• taken a significant 
role in analyzing and or1t1o1z1ng Shevkj•a "social a~ea analysis" 
appl'Oach, commenting on 1 ta methodology arr:l utill ty. 23 Yat, in 
22schm1d and Tagashira, 194. 
23calv1n F. Schmid, "Comment on Ericksen's Rev!aw of The 
Social Areas of Los An,eles," American Sociolo~ical Review,-iv 
(Peb~~ary, 195e}, io9- io; Mau~!ce n. ~an Ara oi, Jr., Santo P. 
1.5 
the Schmid-Tagashira paper, "social area analysis" and the cri-
ticism of it are merel1 mentioned in the "review or the litera-
ture" and are not referred to again. The authors leave the 
reader with the impression that their approach would obviate the 
oriticisma directed against "social area. analysis" and "cluster 
analysis." It should be noted, in addition, tbat all the cri-
ticism referred to by Schmid and Tagashira was made against 
"social area analysis." Tyl"On's "cluster analysis" technique 
was not examined in the critical literature to wn1cb the author& 
referred. 
The "social area analysis" approach was first presented 
by Eshret Shevky and Mal"ilyn Williams in a monograph published 
in 1949.24 Thia was a deom.graphic description of the ceoaua 
tracts of Los Angeles County based on the Census of 1940 and in 
term.a of three indexes: social rank, urbanization and 
Camilleri, and Calvin F. Sobm1d, "A Deviant Case ot ShevkJ•s 
Dimensions of Urban Structure," Research Studies of the State 
Colle e of Waabin ton Proceedin a or tfie Pacirlc Soclolo !cal 
oc e ~ une, , - 1 an rs o , r., am er 
and So id, "An Investigation into the Generality of Urban 
Social Area Indexes," ASR, XX.III (June, 1958}, 277•284: 
Van Arsdol, Jr., Camilleri and Schmid, "An Application of the 
Sbevky Social Area Indexes to a Model ot Urban Society," Social 
Forces, XXXVII (October, 19~8), 26-32; Van Arsdol, Jr., 
Cam111er1 and Schmid, "An Investigation ot the Utilit1 of Urban 
TypologJ," Pacitto Soeiolo~1oal Review, IV (October, 1961), 26-
32; and Van Arsdoi, Jr., amli1erl and Schmid, "Further 
Commenta on the Utility of Urban Typology," Pacific Sociological 
Review, V (Spring, 1962), 9•13. 
24Eshre:t Shevky and Mar11yn Williama, The Social Areas of 
Los Angeles: Analtsis and Tipolo~ (Berkeley and tos Angele•: 
unlver1lty or caii ornla Presa, 1 9). 
16 
segreo1tion. The authors stated that tbeir study ._..as concerned 
"with the deao~ipt1on and measurement of sooial differentiation 
associated wl th the uttban phenomenon of r..i0s Angeles. n25 Thia 
P1onograph was basically enp1rioal and descriptive and was cr1t1• 
cizcd fo~ its lack of theoretical grounding.26 
In their monograph published in 1955, Sbevky and Bell pre-
sented a detailed description of their steps in constructing 
indioes of urban differentiation 1n modern industrial eooiety.27 
The c1t1 11 viewed aa a product of the oomplex whole ot 
modern society •o that the structure ct the city 1• to be under-
stood within the context ot the cbang1ng character ot the large~ 
society. Thi-ee postulates are made conce.rn1ng industrial soelety: 
as a society beeomea mo..., 1nduatr1al1zed, the range of soo1al 
relation• and tbe 1ntena1'1 ot sc.cial relat.1ona change, social 
tunot1ons become mor• d1 ff'el'entiated, and aocial o.rgan1zat1on be• 
comes more complex. '?be•• postulated changes e.re considered 
"aspects ot the 1nctteaa1ng so ale of soclet7. n28 
2Stbtd., 33. 
-26E:. Gordon E!'ioksea, "Rejoiner to Comments by Gr-eenwood 
an4 Sobmid, n A..<\R1 XV (April, 19$0), 296-297. 
-
27Eatu"ef Shevky and Wendell Bell, Social Area Analysis 
(Stanford: Stanford Un1va.rs1ty Presa, 1955). 
25Ib1d., 3. 
I, 
I 
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"Scale" is conceived of as "the scope of social inter-
action and dependency.n29 Shevky and Bell state30 that their 
use of the postulate or scale is derived directly rroc the work 
of Godfrey and Yonioa Wilson. The Wilaons define social scale 
as "the number of people in rell1t1cn ~nd the intensity of those 
relations,• and "the total degPee of interoependence, or inten-
s1t7 of relat1ons.u.3l 'l'bis concept ot scale parallels Durkheim's 
concept ct the "d1v1s1nn of laboro."32 The W11sons, however, hold 
tbat the concept differs from that ot 1Alrkheim. According to 
their presentation or the concept of 1ncl'eaaing Selle, as tb.e 
.range of relations increases, "the degree ot dependence upon 
neighbol98 and contemporaries d1min1shea.n33 "Intensity in the 
narrow circles ot relation neoesaai-ily diminishes as intensity in 
the wider cirolea 1ncreasea.n34 The Wilsona claim that Durkheim 
missed tn1s fact in desexsib1ng the increase in the dynamic 
density between the previously separate "segments." 
Z9Ibid •• 7. 
-
30Ibid. 
-
31Godtrey Wilson and Monica Wilaon- Analrsia ot social 
Change (London: Ca:mbrldge University Press, ~ . .,45 , 25 • 
.32mn11e Durkhet"M, De la 'D1v1s1on d:i Travail Social 
(Septieme Edition; Paria: Presses Unlveraltalrea de ?~anoe, 1960), 
esp. t1vre II, Chapit~e II, "Les Caus3s." 
33wf lfton and Wilson, 26. 
34!E.,!i., l+O. 
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The three postulated changes 1n the scale of society are 
associated with three modes of social organization: changes in 
the range and intensity or relations are associated with changes 
in the distribution of eldllaJ differentiation of tu.notion is 
associated with changes in the structure of productive activity; 
and increasing complexity of organization is associated with 
changes in the composition of the population. 
In turn, Shevlq and ~~ell associate these three modea ot 
social organization with three ;;1pec1t1c changea in the structure 
ot a given social system• changes in the distribution ot skills 
are associated with changes in the arrangement of occupations 
based on function; changes in the structure of productive 
activity are associated with changes in the ways ot living: 
specifically, there 1e a movement ot women into urban occupat1ona 
end there ia e spread of alternative family patterns; change• in 
the composition of the population are associated. with re•dietri• 
but1on of population components in apace: speo1f1cally, changes 
in the proportion ot supporting and dependent populations and 
the isolation and segregation of grou~s. 
Fro.m these three structural changes in a given social 
system, three descriptive and analytic concepts are tormed to 
reflect the more basic changes within society: social rank, 
urbanization and segregation. 
To this point, the selection of concepts analytic and 
descriptive of social change has been achieved through logical 
deduction !ro:rri postulates. In attempting to construct indices 
19 
revelatory o.::.-. these conoepts • Shevky and 3ell C(.\l::.sh;.o:r·ed a :n.Ultl.bt..r 
of census-tract measures possibly related to these cor;cepts. and 
tr::im th cs c selected six census-tract measures to compose tr.iree 
indices reflecting the threo concepts. 
Social creaa--areae which are similar in their measures 
of social r(mk" urbanization and segret;~ition•-can be defined by 
applying detailed conputat1onal procedures to the statistics ot 
the six component meesures f· I» any t;iven dem~graph1o m1it of' 
c.r.alyeis 1 by cor:.put1ng three in1. x scores for e.s.c.h demographic 
-;;.nit of' &ria~aia (in this case, census tract), end by grouping 
derr:osraph!.c units into categories according to their eimilaritiea 
of scores. us~.ng arbitrary points tor aegment1ng cate~oriea. 
In a review of Social Area P..naltais, )$ Otis l>udley 
Duncan indicf!.ted that the eor~cepta •'urbanization" and "social 
ranktt lacked clarity ana that. "segregation" rests on an untenable 
assumption. Por the purpose of oor.!paring the ~b.evky-Bell 
approach to the Sohm1d-l'agash1ra approach, perhaps Duncan's most 
i:r.portant criticism was t>at Shevky and Bell• a theoretical 
reasoning does net neces~arily lead to en7 unique aet or measures 
tor composition into indices or even le~d to any ueoful criterion 
for selecting measuree. The rels.ticmship between their etat!a-
tionl t'l&ll.ipulat1ou of the measures end their conceptuetl f'ornu• 
latione romai:~s merely nomnnlistic operat1cmal1zot1on. Aa a 
result there is no adequate tying of the notion "social nrea" 
.35ot1s Dudley :>uncan, "Review of Social .4reGi. Anal:ra iJS," 
AJS, LX (July, 19$5), 84-85. 
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to any th eo '.!":J of u:rhan•n!'aa 1 tructure. 
!n his !'eply to these c:r1t1e1sm.e Bell attemt'tA to answer 
Dunean's ottaoks on' the thttee eoncepts, hut avoids the eharge of 
thAoret1ca1 ina<iequacy 1n the ~hoioe of measures. 
;-'ubaeque ·"::Jy, T"lllnean and Amos Rawley: or1 t1e1zed the Shevky 
g"'.'ou, for laok1r.ig any theory that r"lntea hypothe~es about urban 
areal structu~e to nropositicns about soe1al 11ffereotiation. In 
brief, they made throee noints: 
1. As a eor-ceut, "a~iaJ area" is contusing. It is not 
necess~M.l:r intended to be defined geogranh1ea.11y, but the units 
that Shevky !ind Bell do nse fol' opernt1ona11z1ng the oonoept ai-e 
geogr:1phioal. ~o al tematives are ottel'ad in tlle teohn1que fol' 
oonstM1cting soo1al areas tPom non-geogranbic unita. 
l. The indices they constructed for d1fferent1at1Qg 
social areas are 1er1ved from census•tract data. Yet there 1s 
no demonstPated relnt1onsh1p between census 1 tems tabi1lated for 
tracts and any theol"J of" urban strnctu?'e. Census•tract !l'!easuttes 
are insufficient to id.entity basic factors of urbs.n di.fferentia-
t:t on. 
3. "goe1a1 areas• n~e identified as areas relatively 
homogeneous 1n terms of index seores, yet no relationship is de• 
n:onstrated betwe~n homogenet ty of census charaoter1st1os and 
soclaltt1. There ls pressnted no theoreticel explanation why 
areas are internally homogeneous 11nd externally heteroger '.:ous ott 
why h:::mor;:eneous !!'etl.ff ~ t"m1d be l~.haied aoo1al.36 
Th9;,,,. ooncluded the1i- Ot"~.ttc1sr1 by wr1tinz, "He hava l4aine4 
th(!! !"f\U;Jrtt,. "rl of the th001.4~t1ca.l .iut'l~~.f1cat1.on of this appronch to 
just1f1cntion hEt:; ; 1~~n nro't1!ded. • • • "'ha .elaborate discussiein 
rrf soo1.111 tr-~ndlr aeeomp-y::r1.ng lll"1 an1.:::'lt1on is no·whore f~hown to be 
reltivant tc tr is proble!"l. •(l7 
In th~ absence of en theoPy, Hawley and Duncan sugg•st 
tool' noss~.bltit th&ot-et:~ cal gp7n:•oa r·t:o~ to the !de,1ti.fi cation of 
"~c a1al a r-eas" whioh could use "'>roctHltu•ea of eensus-trnet olass1-
f1r.nt!cn: 
First, the concept or "s~c1a1 areas" .:iay emerge n1ore or less 
dl:rectly fPom flllPiPioal obaervat1on and olass1t1ca•ton wi'b 
no d!scern!ble theoret1col hasts. ~eoood, the anuio1pat1on 
ot "aoo1al area•" in the oity ma1 deri•• analogicall.J tPOm tbe 
l"eg1on et:~neept. Th!rd1 the ttsocin1 a-rea" hypothea1s rrsy he H dedUotlon rroa atrat1t1oat1on theol9y. Aftd toul"tn, "'• pr•-
aenC"e ot "soolal srea.1" night be inferred fv:·m a oonaept1crn ot 
urban •5gan1aat1on aa a •18 tea ot ttanot1onall7 interdependent 
tH"?J. t:r • -
Tbe t'! 'PSt .ittip Itoaeh 1s r~esc ra1pt1 ve C'f tbs t USG by Sc. ud.d tlnd 
~n,east:! r!'!. 
Even withoat a d1Ecei'n1ble tbeorPot1oal b~s1s, the three 
indices constru~ted by the f!hevky group c~n be c ,•ns1de:r>ed in teme 
364moe R~wl91 !and nt1.s 'f)Jdley 'llncen, ·~oe1al -~ rea 
Analya1a, A Critioal Appraieal," Land Bool'lOll1e1, XLIII , 
(NoYembel-1 ]q!)7), 1._7•.34S 
37ni1d., 3,<>-:3h0 
381,., f d '21.ft 
--- ...::....., • t ~i+" 
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~f their empirical genera1i ty. It is crucial to the general! ty 
t>f the indices tbat the six census measures be combined in a 
,articular way so that comparisons can be made as of their appli-
~ ntions to different urban areas.39 Regardless of what the indices 
~ay about urban-area structure. is there a generality to their 
lnterrelationsh1ps in a series of urban areas? Do they interre-
late in the same way in the sampling of urban areas? If in such 
~ test, the measures relate in the manner snecified in the Shevky-
~ell ccnstl'lletion, then the indices do have some empirical gener• 
~lity, regardless of their theoretical usefulness. 
Maurice D. Van Arsdol, Jr., Santo F. Cam11ler1 and Calvin 
4'. Schmid performed such a test using ten l~rge Ameriican ci ties.40 
'In selecting the cities, consideration was given to their raepre-
1entatives 1n tel'ms of size, geographic distribution by census 
•egions, and areal, demographic, economic, and social character-
stics. "41 The measures and the indices were computed according 
;o the Shevky fot'mulations for each of the census tracts in each 
)f the cities. Product-moment correlation coefficients were com-
>uted between the measures for the cities and a facotr analysis 
ras perfol'med on the :ms.tricies of coefficients. The findings were 
~hat, given these six measures, thi:-ee indices or factors were 
39wendell Bell, "Economic, Family and Ethnic Status: An 
!mpirical Test,"!!!!!• XX (Febl'llary, 1955), 45. 
40Maurice D. Van Arsdol, Jr., Santo F. Cammiller1 and 
l alvin F. Schmid, "An Investigation into the Generality of Urban 
1ocial Area Indexes." 
41Ibid., 279 
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necessary to account for censi.ts traact variations and that the six 
measures related to the three indices in the matter stipulated by 
S.bevky and Bell in eight of the cities. In the case of two cities 
the expected !'elations did mt hold. The authors considered it 
posai ble that this happened due to cbanee variation. The ~uthors 
concluded their report by stating that their tests show that "the 
present fo m of the Shevky ayatem has high generality for the 
cities included in the study. "42 
In an earlier etudy,43 Bell empirically tested the hypo-
thesis that the three indices of social rank, urbanization and 
segregation each represent a discrete social factor necessary to 
account for differentiation between the urban sub-populations in 
Los Angeles and San Fl"anoisco in i 940. lie also hypothesized that 
the measures included in the indices do adequately measure the 
indices. 
To test these hypotheses, he pel"formed a factor analysis 
of the coe.ffioient ma trio es or the measures for the census tracts 
of Los Angele a and then for the tracts of San Franoi sco. He 
found that the factor loadings that would be expected given the 
hypothesized relationship of the measures to the indices were 
observed in twenty of the twenty-one factor loadings for 
Loa Angeles_ and in nineteen of the twenty-one factor loadings 
42~ •• 284. 
43eell, "Letter To Tbe Editor ••• ," 260-261. 
or San Francisoo.44 
The ros:Jlts or his analysts showed that the thttee indices 
s formulated sre neeessai-y to account for the social different1-
t1on of urban sub-populations 1n I.os Angeles and in San Francisco 
'rbe results also showed thGt the measures Cor!posing eact· 
high patterns of 1ntercorreltltion with one another, 1n-
1c a ting tb.a t tbe measures do adequately measure the ind1.oes. 
It abould be noted, towaver, thtat Rell'• demonstration of 
necessity or the three indices is made solely througb the 
actor analysis or the seven ~hevky-W1111ams variables. Hie 
1nd1ng tbat th.re~ faotora ore neoerrnary to explain the variation 
r measure scores among census tracts and Uis t these three f!?.ctom 
factor loadings hypothesized in the Shevky index oonatttuc-
ve.11 d only when cc n n1der1ng the seven mensu res as the 
niverse of census-tract variables. Add further measures to those 
lreg,dy presented or substitute a new set of measures and the 
necessity" or these :1.ndices may dissolve. At best, tho findtngs 
r Van Arsdol, Camilleri, snd Schmid, cited above, that, given 
e six mEuumrea, three indices are nee.:sd to explain the var1-
tion and that the measures are related as hypothesized by Sbevky 
are all that has been said of the empirical 1:alidi ty and 
tbe Shevky-Bell indices. 
44The twenty-one factor loadings are the f aotorial scores 
or tt1e correlation of the three indices to seven .measures. The 
ea.sure "average rent," which was one of the measures included in 
e origin Sbevky-W1111ama index of social rank was subsequently 
ropped in tbe Shevky-Bell revision. See Sbevky and Rell, 
ha ter IV "Revisions " 
While de:mcnstrating s'.'Jme generality to the Shevky indices, 
Van A.rsdol, Camilleri and Schmid warn that it wol::.ld be invalid to 
apply the Shevky indices to an e.mpi?'ical model of urban society)+5 
The limited general 1 ty of the 1 ndices was demonstrated through a 
factor analy~is of the six measures and the three indices for ten 
re'l)resentative cities.46 However, the authors point out that 
" ••• the general p:rcblems of sampling fluctuations of' factorial 
structures has not been solved on a probability basis. 0 47 There-
fol:'e, there is no basis t'oI! constructing a model which could be 
applied to any individual city outside the ten tested. Secondly, 
si nee the relationship between the indices and urban theory has 
not heen demonstrated, the re is no certain theoretical utility in 
the a':•!JlicR.t1on of the Shevky-Pell typology to the study of othe1~ 
urban phenomena. 
Not only are the Shevky-Bell indices not useful for the 
construction of the urban model, but also further research by 
Van Arsillol, Camilleri and Sohm.id showed that none of the Shevky-
Bell indi cas al'e substantially more predictive of other ul'ban 
structural phenomena hypothesized in tbe index construction than 
are some of the census-tract measures on which they are based. 
45van Arsdol, Jr., Cmnilleri, and Schmid, "An A.pplic~tion 
ofl the Shevky Social Area Indexes to a Model of Urban Society," 
Social Forces, XXXVII (October, 1958), 26-32. 
46Ibid., and Van Arsdol, Jr., Camilleri, and Schmid, "The 
Generali tyO'r. • • • n 
47van Arsdol, Jr., Camilleri, and Schmid, "An Aoplication 
of ••• ," 31. 
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nl:,qu1.1.lly effective or superlor reuults cri.n be obtained w! thout 
combining tho cenaus-tt"act n1eatrnreH into {the indiceeJ tt48 
-
To demcn!:.itrute this the uuthors chose two variables as 
er~ ter:ton indices: B;JU t1al stab 111 t:v, Il1.6P9t~t·ed b ·· the per-cent of' 
persons one year old and older l'.'esid1ng in the Earns house tn 195'0 
as in 1949, and the percent of' the pcpi.:lation sixty yoAre nld nnd 
elder. Shevky and b~.s oRsoc1i:i1;es imply that incre;aaes in SPA.t1al 
:mobility F.i?ld increases !.n propor•tions of dependent populations 
indicate increased organlzationsl complexity. 1lhe index constrvo-
ted tor i n<'.rea.sed O!'f~anization?il co1:«plexi.ty j s "sagregAtion. n49 
Segregation, then, should be negHtivel;l related to apstiel sta-
b111t, and positively related to oldel' population. 
The utilitarian effectiveness of the 1nd1ces was tested 
by relating the indices and the oer1sus-tl.1'act meas•.1res to the 
criterion variables and by observing the differences. Zer-o-orderi 
correlations were j)(H•formed 0;1 ths census-tl'act mea~ures and the 
cri ter1on index f•CO?'es for ea ob census-tract 1 n each of ten renre-
sentat1ve oit:1ea. The same col."rela.ttona were perfol'med on tbe 
Shevky indices and the criterion ind1 oes. Mean coefficients and 
standard deviations we!.'e calculated and, trcm these, ooeffte1ents 
of variation were calculated to describe the eona1stenoy of asso-
ciation between the different measu~es gnd indices and the 
48van Arsdol, Jr., Camilleri, "nd Schmid, "An Investigation 
of the Utility of Urban Typology," nao1t1o Sociological ~eview, IV 
(Spring, 1961), 29. 
49sbevky and Bell, 4. 
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o~iterion indices. 
Occupation, one of the social rank measures, correlated 
better {-.14) with spatial stability and with old population (.Lit~ 
than did the sooial rank index, {-.10) and (.29), respectively. 
:Multiple-family dwelling units correlated almost as well with 
spatial stability c-.48) as did its index, urbanization c-.49), 
while infert111 ty, an urba.n1 zat1on index measure, correlated w1 th 
older ?OJfi.llat1on much better (.62) than did its index (.l+J). The 
multiple linear correlation of the combined six measures corre-
lated much better with spatial a ta bi 11 ty and older population, 
(.75) and (.79), respectively, than did the multiple linear corre· 
lations of the combined indices, ( .65) and ( .64), respectively. 
Furthermore, both criterion variables correlated with the segre-
gation index tn a rela ti en inverse to what was predicted. 
These observations indieate that soma of the individual 
measures are more useful in area analysis ttan are the composite 
indices and suggests that the theoretical ccns true ts in the 
Shevky-Bell scheme might not relate empirically to the indices as 
Shevky and Bell hypothesize. 
In an article that appeared in the Spring of 1962, Bell 
and Scott Greer admit that there may be some truth in the cr1t1-
o1sms of social area analysis. "The theoretical and conceptual 
aspects of social area analysis apparently have not been 
specified as clearly nor as fully as they might be -- at least 
' I' 
1
11 
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in written, published form."50 They criticize Van Arsdol, 
Camilleri and Schmid's choice of criterion indices in testing 
the utility of the Shevky indices with the argument that these 
crj tics misunderstood the framework of assumptions underlying 
the theory. Inox-eased spatial rr,obility and ohan~es in the oro-
portion of dependent population are desoripti ve of long-te?'m 
trends of whole societies. "To move from societal scale, on one 
hand, to the requisite naturse of sub-populations on the other, is 
a major theoretical leap."5l Yet, is this not what is done with 
the selection of each census-tract measure? 
In sull'll'lary, the critics of social area analysis claim tha 
it remains to be demonstrated that the indices are related logi-
cally to the concepts to which they have been referred and th~t 
their statements regarding social change and urban structure 
have not been stAted in testable form. The Shevky group's 
theoretical reasoning does not necessarily l~ad to any unique set 
of measures for composition into indices or to any useful cri-
terion for selecting measures. The concept of "social area" is 
confusing. No proper dis tincti N!:J ri re presented for di fferen-
tiating geographic unita from areal units. No explanation is 
offered for the acceptance of homogeneous areas as social areas. 
The indices were found to be valid and general for a representa-
end Its 
50wendell Bell "'nd Scott Greer, "~ooial Area Analysis 
Critics," ':'.':s,cifie Sociologiesl Rs1tvew, V (flpring, 1962) ,4. 
51 ~ •• 6. 
:,111 I: 
,,, 
'Ii I~ 
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tion of cities, however, this validity does not allow for the 
ctevelopTc~t of an empiric Al model of urban society, which coul l 
be uaed for studying social di~ferent1at1on in other cities. Al• 
though the indices were found useful in differentiating the 
representative cltie11, ~h)rne of the census-tract measures which 
~nke up the indices were found to be more useful. 
Vfin Arsdo1, Camilleri qnd Schmid write, "It remains to be 
der.:ionstra ted tba t social area analysis offers any special ajva.n-
tages for stt::dies of urban sub-arens. In light of these findings, 
it would appear that ecologists should look to other theoretical 
and empirical siystems for describing the differentiat:ton of cen-
sus-tract populat1ons."52 
In view of this statement and in view of Schmid and 
Tagashira•s reference to the criticism of the Shev·ky-Pell approach 
at the beginning of their article,53 it might appear that 
~,chmid and Tage.snira have chosen a heuristic inductive approach 
to urban sub-area differentiation to obviate the problems of the 
Shevky-Bell approach. However, aside from the social area 
analysis controversy, Calvin Schmid has been involved for some 
time in developing empirical techniques for the study of urban 
social structure. 
In 1947, torether with Julius Jahn end Clerence gchrag, 
52van Arsdol, Jr., Camilleri and Schmid, "An Investigation 
of • • • ", 32. 
53 Schmid and Tagashira, £.2..• .£U., 194. 
'J 
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:;chmid54 presented four indices a.s "objective and mensurative 
referents for the ecological concept of •segregation.•"55 The 
authors emphasized that there is no one best index of any con-
cept, that the correctness of an index depends upon the tbeoret-
1oal assumptions Ill9de and the measuring techniques, the correct-
ness of the index is determined by its ability to predict those 
characteristics with which it was designed to correlate. In 
develop'!..n.; ·i;t1ei l' 1 ndioes, the au th ors concentrated on mathematical 
validation and empirical testing of their constructions. Little 
attention was given to any specific theoretical underpinnings. 
In a rejo1nder56 to a comment made about theil' work by Richard 
Hornseth57 the authors add a criterion of "reproducibility" to 
their previousl1 stated criterion of prediction for determining 
the co rreotness of an index: "Gtven certain statistical manner 
and given the purpose of summarizing these data by one or a few 
numbers with a certain allowable amount of error, that 'Index 
of Segregation' which enables the researcher to 1 reproduoe 1 the 
54Julius Jahn, Calvin F. Schmid and Clarence Schrag, "The 
Measurement of Ecological Segregation," ASR, XII (June, 1947), 
293-303. ---
5s:Ibid., 293. 
-
56Jahn, Schmid and Schrag, "Rejoinder to Dr. Hornsethts 
Note on 'The Measurement of Ecological Segregation,•"~' XIII 
(April, 1948), 216-217. 
57Richard Hornseth, "A Note on 'The Measurement of Bcolo-
gioal Segregation' by Julius Jahn, Calvin F. Schmid, and Clarence 
Schrag,"~. XIII (October, 1947), 603-604. 
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o!'ig1 na.1 d(1 ta ~o ~t e.ccura tely should be accepted for this use. n58 
Again, tho emphasis is on !fc,•thodological, empirical va.lidi ty. 
Tn his a.r-ticle on "Generali7at1ons Concerning the Ecology 
of the A.me.r-ican City, n59 Sch:ni d us es indices to test tbeory. His 
centl:'a.1 theory is that "the ecological structure of the large 
Arner1c11n city con fonns to a Cc;nai stent and r;:;gular pattern in 
which the socio-economic status of the population is ti1.e dominant 
feature. n60 1To demonstration :I.a pr·Jsented, however, of the 
logical or empirical relationship of the indices to the concept 
of socio-economic status o.r any other concept of the stated theory: 
Theoretical p;ene?"ali zation is ma de, however, on the basis of the 
"ccnst stent and regular pattern" in which the indices are inter-
related. A replication of this study war; done by Schmid, 
MaoCannell end Van Arsdol, Jr. 1 61 to dete mine the 11 a tabili ty, 
comparability, and reliab111t:r"62 of the generalizations derived 
froom the previc1~s study. Again, e. series of generalizations is 
made on the basis cf the obsel"ved 1nterco.rrela.tions of indices. 
The euthors conclvde their pap ex- by writing, «As tbe next step 
58Jahn, Schmid, and Schrag, "Rejoinder ••• ", 216. 
c9 ~ Calvin F. Schmid, "Gene?"alizations Conoerning the 
Ecology of the American City,"!.§.!!, XV, (April, 1950), 264-281. 
60ib1d., 266. 
61calvin F. Schmid, Earle H. MacCannell and Maurice D. 
tan Arsdol, Jr., "The Ecology of the American City: Further 
~omparis on and Validation of Genel'"alizations," ASR, XXIII (August, 
L958), 392-401. ~ 
62 
Ibid., 392. 
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in attempting to clarify some of the problems raised in this 
paper, lncluding the possible derivation of additional dimensions 
pertaining to the ecological structure of the large urban oommu-
ni ty 1 the authors are planning to apply factor analysis techniquef 
to the basic data."63 
Schmid•s first published factor analysis of a large urban 
cor!'lll!uni ty was 1.118 study of urban crime areas. 64 His purpose in 
the study was to analyze and "to describe with a high der;:i:ree of 
specificity and more significant economic, demographic and social 
determinants and dimensions of crime areas in a large urban 
community. 1•65 'l.'wen ty crime categories composed of "offenses knowr: 
to tbe police" statistics for Seattle (1949-l9t;l) and of al:'rest 
statistics ( 1950-1951), and eighteen social , economic and demo-
graphie variables derived from o1'f1cal r-eports of' the 1950 
decennial census were factor analyzed. Eight factors were ex-
tracted, wbi ch accounted for most of the Vt.~ rianoe in the 
intercorrelations of the 38 variables. Then standard factor 
scores for each of' the eight factors were computed for each of 
the census tracts, from which social profiles ooDld be oonst.t"ucted 
of particuler urban sub-areas. 
63~., 401. 
6!tCalvin F. Schmid, "Urban Crime Areaa: Part I," ASH, XXV 
(August, 1960), 527-542; and Clavin F. Schmid, "Urban Crime Areas: 
Part II," ASR, XXV (October, 1960), 655-678. 
65~ •• 527. 
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Schmid's later study of Seattle, done in collaboration 
with Tagashira, represents his second multi-variate analysis of 
the social dimensions of a. major American city. 
In summary, then, Schm:!. d end Tagash1ra men ti on the a ttemp1 
of sc)cial area analysts ~·hevky and Bell to develop a technique to 
describe systematically the measurable spatial patterns of the 
urban oommuni ty as well as their u:iderlying social dt !"lerisions. 
They also refer to cr:ticism this technique has received with 
reference to Shevky and Bell's tbeorey, methodology and utility. 
This criticism bas come first from neo-ortbodox eoolo-
gists Hawley and Duncan who argued that Shevky and Bell present 
no adequate tying of their notion of "social areas" to their 
theory of urban-area structure. Later, Van Arsdol, Camilleri 
and Schmid found 1 n an empirical test of the general! ty of the 
Shevky-Eell i ndlces for e1.ght large American cities that the 
indices were valid only for explaining the variation of the six 
measures that comprise their indices and only for the eight citieE 
tested. Further reReareh by Van Arsdol, Camilleri and Schmid 
demonstrated in a study of ten cities that the Shevky-Bell in-
dices are not as useful for the construction of an urban model 
as the measures from which tbey were derived. 
Following through on another, non-theoretical approach 
Which he used with Jahn and Schrag in the late 1940•s, Schmid has 
woreked on index construction with emphasis placed on the empiricaJ 
validation of the indices. Although he s tatea that the correct- ''1
1
1 
1, 
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although he states a central theory in his "Generalizations Con-
cern! ng the Ecology of the American City," he does not in fact 
demonstrate the relationship of his indices to his theory. In 
his study of urban crime areas and in his and Tagasnira' s study 
of Seattle, he has relied on non-theoretical statistical analysis 
to uncover the underlying dimensions of the urban structure. 
CHAPTER III 
The methodology of this study is a partial replication 
of the Schmid-Tagashira factor analysis of socio-demographic 
measures for Seattle.06 For the first step in their analysis, 
Schmid snd Tagashira performed product-moment correlations of 
42 socio-demographic variables from the census-tract statistics 
for Seattle in 1960. In this thesis values for nine of the ten 
variables were computed for each of the 374 censua-trecta 
existing in the Borough of the Bronx, New York City, for 1960. 
These computations were made on base data found 1n the Final 
Report of the u. z. Censuses of population and housing for 
Hew York City for 196o.67 Through multi-variate analysis ten of 
these variables were found to be highly correlated within three 
sub-sets grouped as indices. The authors concluded that these 
ten variables end the three resulting 1nd1c1es reveal the basic 
dimensions ot the socio-demographic structure of the large 
urban ooll1!\1un1ty. 
One ot the variables that Schmid Wld Tegash1ra computed 
for Seattle, "mean monthly rent," was not obtainable for the 
66 Schmid and Tagash1ra. 
of 
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Bronx in 1960, ant so, has not been considered in this replica-
tion. The Final Report of population and housing for census 
tracts includes no "mean monthly rent" statistic. An approxi-
mated mean could be calculated for gross rent, but Schl'llid and 
Tagashira do not indicate whether their mean is of gross or 
contract rent. 
Table 1 lists the socio-demographic variables used in 
this study and Table 2 presents the computational formulae for 
the variables. Each value score for each variable for each of 
the 374 census tracts in the Bronx was calculated on a Monroe 
"Epic 2000" programmed calculator. Once this calculator is 
programmed to perform a set series of arithmetic operations, 
e.g., to calculate a value score for variable No. 1, the arith-
metioal values of the components of the formula for the first 
census tract can be fed into the machine and the machine will 
autometically calculate the value score and prepare itself .to 
receive the arithmetical values of the components for the next 
census tract, and so on. The accuracy of the calculations, then, 
depends on the accuracy of this machine. 
As a check on the accurecy of the researcher's feeding 
of the component values into the machine, another person was 
used to check the component values recorded on the calculator 
tape against the component values listed in the Final Report 
snd to copy the variable value scores onto worksheets for com-
puter use. A check on the copying of the value scores from the 
tape onto the worksheets was done by the researcher reading the 
r 
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Value scores from the worksheets to the other person who checked 
them against the tape. Except for possible machine error, the 
caloulationa appear aocurate.68 
Table l presents a list of the socio-demographic vari-
ables used in this study. Enclosed in the parentheses to the 
right of each variable's number is the corresponding Schmid· 
Tagaahira number tor that variable. The X's and points enclosed 
in the parenth(ilses to the right or the variable name 1ndieetes 
the number of integers used in the value score for each vari-
able and the placement of the value score's decimal point. 
TABLE l 
LIST OF SCHMID-TAGASHIRA SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC VARI ABLES 
USED IN REPLICATION STUDY IN THE BRONX, 1960 
Variable No. 
j. <4>* 
7. ( 8) 
e. <9> 
10. (ll) 
15. (16) 
18. (20) 
20. (22) 
25. ( 27) 
31. (.33) 
Percent under lS years (XX.X) 
Percent Negro (XX.XX) 
Percent other nonwhite (XX.XX) 
Percent married (XX.X) 
Median value, owner-occupied housing 
Median grade completed (XX.X) 
Percent male ~roteas1onal, technical, 
workers (XX.X) 
Percent females in lebor force (XX.X) 
Mean household aize (X.X) 
* Schmid numbers in perentheses. 
units (XXXXX.) 
end kindred 
L 
)8 
Taking each component in the calculations from the 
statistics in the Final Report, the variables values for each 
census tract were calculated eccording to the formulae in 
Table 2. 
These base data were then key-punched on IBM cards, end 
a metrix of product-moment coefficients of correlation were com-
puted from these data with the use of a computer program from 
the library of the Computer Center of Fordherr University. 
Schmid and Tegashira give no rationale for the selection 
of their variables. Yet one of the major objectives of their 
study was " ••• to identify and evaluate ••• variables that 
can be utilized to differentiate and describe parsimoniously the 
ecological and demographic structure of the large urban commu-
nity. n 69 This lack of a rationale suggests that the authors 
feel that the ecological end demographic structure underlying 
rather than to socio-economic factors, as was concluded in many 
other studies. Ronald J. Chilton, "Continuity in Delinquency 
Area Research: A Comparison of Studies !or Baltimore, Detroit, 
and Indianapolis,"~, XXIX (February, 1964), 71-83, however, 
pointed out that Lander had confused the signs of four o! his 
factor loadings end thereby misinterpreted his data. Robert A. 
Gordon, "Issues in the Ecological Study of Delinquency,"~. 
XXXII (December, 19o7), 927-944, states that Chilton was mis-
taken in his criticism of Lander, but that there are other im• 
portant faults in Lander!s procedures that completely invalidate 
his conclusions. Lander, "Ecological Studies of Delinquency: A 
Rejoinder to Robert A. Gordon," Afil!, XX.XIII (August, 1968), 594-
597, in response, defended the accuracy of his calculations 
while indicating that he would not bother to check the accuracy 
of Gordon's recalculations of his calcule,tions. Until the 
accuracy ot Lender's calculations is demonstrated, it would seem 
to be unwise to accept his conclusions. 
69 Schmid and Tagashira, 194. 
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the intercorrelotions of there 42 voriebleE could be considered 
the ecoloe;iei:il and demogrriphlc structure of the lnrge urbvn 
1. 
s. 
10. 
15. 
18. 
20. 
TABIE 2 
COMPUTATIONAL .lt'ORMULAE FOR VARIABLES USI?:D IN 
REPLICATION STUDY IN TH1 BRONX, 1960 
Percent under 15 Years: Vivide tho sum of Male and 
Female under 15 Years by the sum or Total Male end 
Female. 
Percent Negro: Divide Negro by Total Population. 
Percent Other Nonwhite: Divide Other Nonwhite by 
Total Population. 
Percent Married: Divide Married by Totals 14 Years 
and Older. 
Median Value, Owner-Occupied Housing Units: Copy out 
Median Velue, Owner-Occupied Housing Units. 
Median Grade Completed: Copy out Median School 
Years Completed. 
Percent Male Professional, Technical and Kindred 
Workers: Divide Professional, Technical and Kindred 
Workers by Male Employed. 
25. Percent Females in Labor F'orce: Copy out Percent of 
Total. 
31. Mean Household Size: Copy out Population per House-
hold. 
LL ____ __ 
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commWlity. However, the authors do note that "the general 
context and emphasis of this paper are fundamentally experi-
menta1. n 70 Yet, this qualification does not appear sufficient 
to legitimate the assertion that the analysis of the interre-
lationship of the variables they selected would differentiate 
and describe the ecological and demographic structure of the 
large urban community. 
In a similar study presented in 1958, Kaplan indicated 
his criteria in choosing variables: 
1. They should be representative of the theoretical 
formulations on urban characteristics that were available. 
2. They should be selected with a view to their util-
ity as manifested by the common usage of the data in past re-
search. 
3. The replication of variables should be avoided. 7l 
The criteria of his selection imply the limitations on 
his generalizations. Moser and Scott describe well the nature 
of such limitations in their interpretation of their own multi-
variate analysis of the variables they chose to use in their 
study of British towns: 
These attempts at interpretation should not lead one to 
regard component analysis as a magical process whereby the 
structure of British towns can be transformed from a state 
70rbid. 
7laoward B. Kaplan, "An Empirical Typology for Urban 
Description" (unpublished Ph.D dissertation, Hew York Univer-
sity, 1958), 64. 
l 
of statistical chaos to a system of well ordered functional 
groups. It may produce en ordering which makes sense, but 
its genernl!ty is restricted by the choice of the primary 
series. If we had analysed a different set of 57 variables, 
tha components extracted would have been different. Up to a 
point "what comes out" depends on "what goes in." All we can 
say is that the selection of variables was dictated by the 
data available, and was not made with an eye on the component 
analysis. We aimed to get as representative and far-ranging 
a set of variables as could be compiled. But this does not 
alter the fact that the results apply only to this particular 
set of data. 
How tar the process of selection has influenced the 
findings is difficult to say. Social class would probably 
emerge as a dominant factor in any set of variables covering 
the major aspects of urban structure. The second component 
(population growth), also, bad high correlations spread over 
a wid~ variety of variables, ranging from demographic charac-
teristics to housing and retail sales. The third component 
(unnamed) would have disappeared in its present form had ve 
tailed to include the series relating to events since 1951, 
but this makes it no less valuable. 
None of these considerations is of great importance to 
the analysis. It is sufficient to realise that the problem 
ot the "input-output" relationship exists end to acknowledge 
the limited generality of the results. 72 
If the variables and techniques chosen by Schmid and 
Tagsshira are in fact somewhat revelatory of a basic demographic 
and ecological structure of the urban area, that is to say, it 
their discriminating variables are generally reliable and the 
application of their techniques to their variables in another 
urban community is valid, then that application should result 
in a matrix ot correlation coefficients of discriminating vari-
ables structured similarly to the Seattle matrix. However, if 
the valid application ot their technique to these measures in 
7C:C. A. Moser end Wolf Scott, British Towns (Edinburghs 
Oliver and Boyd, 1961), 76. 
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another urban community does not result in e similar matrix, 
then the Sch.mid-Tagashira findings are not reliable for that 
urban community. If the basic demographic end ecological 
structure of that community is to be revealed, it will not be 
done with the aid of the Sehmid-Tagashira factors. 
In considering the methodology of this replication, then, 
the important questions are l) is the replication valid? and 2) 
are the original generalizations reliable? 
In order for a replication study to be valid there must 
be certain similarities between the initial study and the repli-
cation study: the dependent variables must be structurally de• 
fined in the same way, the independent variables must be com-
ponentially defined and statistically d~rived in the same way, 
and the techniques relating the independent varie.bles to the 
dependent variables must be the same. 
As stated above, the dependent variables tor the Schmid-
Tagashira study form the ecological and demographic structure ot 
the large urban community, end the independent variables were 
the stated 42 socio-demographic variables tor Seattle in 1960. 
The dependent variables for the Bronx study form sn ecological 
and demographic structure ot the Bronx 1n l9o0. So stated, the 
dependent variables of the Seattle study and the dependent vari-
ables of the Bronx study are structurally similar. 
Hine of the ten significant variables in the initial 
study are presented in the replication study. The exclusion of 
the one variable should not damage the validity of the 
~-----
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replication, since its inclusion or exclusion would have no 
bearing on the results ot the reat of the matrix. Schmid and 
Tageshira give little information as to how they derived their 
variable scores from the census data, leaving the solution to 
the question up to the common sense of the reader. 
Schmid and Tagash!ra are quite clear 1n describing how 
they related their independent variables to their dependent 
variebles, 1.e., how they derived a set ot indices from a set 
ot variables. They write, "ae the tirst step in the evaluation 
and analysis of the 42 variables, a product-moment intercorrela• 
tion matrix was computed (Tables 1, 2, and 3).•73 The same 
technique wee used in the replication study, but only tor the 
nine relevant variables. It appears, then, that this replication 
1a valid. 
A generalization is considered reliable it it consis-
tently results from the repeated applica.tion ot a study or a 
technique to different sets ot data. If a generalization 1• 
reliable, absolute consistency can be expected under the ideal 
conditions in which the data in each study have the exact same 
characteristics and each study is carried out 1n the exact same 
manner. Insofar as the conditions are not ideal, i.e., the 
character1at1ca or the data differ or the condition• or the 
technique differ, error variance should enter in and reliability 
73schm1d and Tagaahira, 196-197. 
.J 
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diminish. 74 
Schmid and Tagashira•s generalizations concerning the 
basic ecological and demographic structure ot "the large urban 
eommunit1" are probably not reliable since the characteristics 
of the population ot Seattle dlfter in varying degreea trom the 
population character1st1ca or other large AmericAll cities. 
The population characteristics or the Bronx constitute a 
case in point. As was discussed in Chapter I, the Bronx is 
merely a borough ot a city, lacking the fuller population distri• 
bution characteristic of most cities. The history ot population 
migration within jew York City has produced specialized popu-
lations within the Borough: ethnic enclaves snd R built-up res-
idue of the urban poor. However, both Seattle, a city, and the 
Bronx, a borough, could tit within the anbit of Schmid and 
'l'agashira•s concern: the urban communit7. Considering the 
metropolitanization or urban areas, it becomes increasingly 
difficult to differentiate structurally a borough trom e c1t7. 
Secondly, the population ot Seattle in 19f:>O was 
557,087, while the population ot the Bronx in that year was 
74N¥. M. Downie, .Fundamentals ot Measurement (2nd ed.J 
New York: Oxford University Presa, 1967), 82-8). 
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76 l, 4.24,815. Hadden and Borgatta found 1n their attempt to 
classify American cities through .factor analysis that population 
size was the most sign1f1cF.Jlt variable 1n differentiating cities: 
While these tacts ere more or less obvious, we sometimes 
overlook them and fail to aee the city for the buildings. 
The dominance or the Total Po~ulation Size factor in our 
earlier analyaes77 dramatical y demonstrated the importance 
of the concept size for tho comprehension of the salient 
features of cities •••• 
In summary, it is an inescapable conclusion that sheer 
size hna a tremendous effect on many structural aspects 
of c1 ties. •70 
Yet their single category of "largest cities" includes all those 
with populations in excess of only 150,000. Both Seattle and the 
Bronx would tit into this category. Whether population size 
would remain a significant variable differentiating socio• 
demographic structures in e comparison ot cities of a halt 
million people and cities ot a million end a halt people remains 
to be demonstrated. So, it is quite possible that e basic eco-
logical and demographic structure found underlying the variable 
77The earlier analyses referred to are Jeffrey K. Hadden, 
•A Systematic Study of the City as a Unit of Analysis," (unpub-
lished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Wisconsin, 19b))J 
and Jeffrey K. Hadden and E.:dgar F. Borgs.tta, "A Factor Analytic 
Study ot u. s. Count1 Data," Peper presented et the Annual 
Meetings of the Rural Sociological Society, lorthridge, Calitorn 
August, ·1963. 
78 Hadden and Borgatta, 39.40. 
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intercorrelationa ot a city ot halt e million might not underlie 
tho variable 1ntercorrelat1ons of a much larger city. 
Thirdly, the product moment correlation of the variables 
tor Seattle nnd then for the Bronx presented in the next chapter 
indicate s1gn1t1cently different correlational matrices tor the 
two cities, further weakening the probability of the reliability 
ot the Schmid•Tagashira generalizations concerning the ecological 
and demographic structure of the large urban community. 
In awmnary, this thesis is a partial replication ot 
Schmid and Tagasbira•s empirical study of Seattle 1n 1960. The 
replication ia partial in that it studies a part ot a city in-
stead of e whole city, its independent variables are only nine 
ot the ten significant variables ot the 42 socio-demographic 
measures used by Schmid and Tagaahira, and it's comparison is at 
the tirat level or anal7sia used in the Seattle atudys a matrix 
ot product-moment correlation coefficients. Every attempt was 
made to compute the correlations accurately in replication, 
although common sense was needed in many instances to determine 
oomputat1ona~ formulae tor the variables used. 
This thesis appears to be a valid replication ot the 
Seattle study. However, due to the differences in population 
characteristics between Seattle end other urban areas, it appears 
that the indices derived from the Seattle study should not be 
reliable beyond the Seattle city limits. In the apee1tie in-
stance ot the Bronx, the findings presented 1n the next chapter 
indicate the unreliability ot the Schmid-Tsgashira 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE F'INDINGS 
The purpose of this thesis is twofold: to construct a 
i~u1trix of coefficients of correlations of measures listed in 
Appendix A and to compare this matrix to that of the Seattle 
study in order to test the rel1eb111ty or the Schmid•Te,gashire 
variables as descriptive or the "ecological and demographic 
structure of the large urban commun1t11 "79 and as descriptive ot 
the ecological structure of the Bronx in particular. If there 
is no significant difference between the ecological correlations 
in the Bronx and the ecological correlations in Seattle, then 
the Schmid-Tegashira indicea might be reliable. 
Teble 3 presents the matrix of product-moment coeefi-
c1ents of correlation tor the nine s1gnit1cant socio-demographic 
variables tor Seattle in 1960- and Table ~· presents the matrix 
for the Bronx in 19b0. 
In his article. "Generalizations Concerning the Ecology 
of the American City."80 Schmid stated that in his study of 20 
American cities or comparable size he found that, "The eoolog-
icsl structure or the large American city contorma to a 
Eco lo 
79Schm1d and Tagash1ra. 194 
80
calv1n F. Schmid• 
ot the American Cit 
the 
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'l'ABLF ) 
MATRIX OF CORRELATION COEFF'ICIENTS OF NINE OF THE TEN 
VARIABLES COMPOSING THE SCUMID-TAGASHIRA l"AOTORS 
FOR SEATTLE, 19&0 
Variable No. )* 10 25 31 15 18 20 7 
10 .881 
25 -.689 -.671 
31 .957 .918 •• 707 
lS .216 .411 -.345 .3&3 
18 .299 .4&2 -.184 .402 .731 
20 .104 .172 -.107 .229 .637 .794 
7 .oao .143 .224 .010 •• 315 •• 343 •• 249 
8 
-.152 -.)91 .191 -.209 •• 447 -.sao •• 292 .sa 
* ) Percent under lS Yeera 10 Percent Married 
25 Percent Pemales in Female Labor Force 
31 Mean Household Size lS Med.ten Val1r11, Owner-Occupied Houa1ng Units 
18 Median Grade Coa;>le\ed 
20 Percent Male Protesaional, Technical, and Kindred 
Work era 
7 rercent Jfegro 
8 Percent Other Nonwhite 
so 
TABLE 4 
MATRIX OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF MI.NE 01'1 THE TEN 
VARI ABLES COMPOBIHG THE SCHMID•'!AGASHIRA FACTORS 
FOR THE BRONX, 1960 
Variable No. 
.3* 10 2$ 31 lS 18 20 7 
10 .732 
2$ .341 .sas 
31 .716 .741 .6$4 
1$ .230 .).59 .378 .454 
18 .402 .692 .824 .744 .461 
20 .04s .200 .087 .024 .133 .274 
7 .371 .113 .114 .172 .0$9 .047 -.202 
8 .osa .114 .162 .142 .047 .288 .341 .038 
* 3 Percent under 1$ Years 10 Percent Married 2s Percent Females in Female Labor Force 
31 Mean Household Size 
1.5 Median Value, Owner-Occupied Housing Units 
18 Median Grade Completed 20 Percent Male Proteaa1onal, Technical, and Kindred 
Workers 
7 Percent legro 
8 Percent Other lonwhite 
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~onsistent and regular pattern in which the socio-economic status 
of the population is a dominant reature ... a1 This dominance is 
specified in a series of gonersl1zi~tions, the first of which 
states that "the most highly intercorrelating variable in the 
ecological patterning of the large urban community is the educa-
tional status of the population as measured by median school 
82 grade completed." 
A follow-up article, "The Ecology ot the American CitJI 
Further Comparison and Validation of Generaliaations,R bJ Schmid 
Earle H. MacCannell,and Maurice D. Van Aradol,83 restates the 
same general conclusion: "Both studies clearly indicate that the 
ecological structure of the large American cit1 manifests a regu• 
lar and pervaaive pattern in which the socio•eoonomic status ot 
the population is an important teature.•84 
A change in this thought appears in the Schmid end 
Tagashira anal7s1e or their Seattle correlations. "'l'he most 
significant implications or the correlation matrix, of course, 
are the various patterns and 1nterrelat1onsb1pe that are revela-
tory or the ecological and demographic structure ot the cit7. 
81Ibid., 22b. 
82Ibid., 280. 
83 Calvin F. Schmid, Earle H. MaoCennell, end Maurice D. 
Van Arsdol, "The Eoolog7 of the American City: Further Compar• 
1aon end Validation of Generalizations,tt !2!!,1 XXIII (August, 19$8), 392-401. 
84Ib1d., 400. 
Generally, the~e patterns arc rerular, de:f'in~ t1ve, end per-
vasive. ,.B.5 Again, tt11ed1.sn grade completed" is presented ae tm. 
index of eooio-eeonomic status and 1 ta l'l!gh correlation with 
other soc1o•econom1c variables in ~· enttle 1n 1960 is presented 
as evidence. However, another trend is (;leo 1r:lplj.ed on the 
basis of tho matr1xl an index or family status, "percent or the 
population 14 years of age and over that is married" 11 highly 
correle.ted w1 th several other .t'amily•atatua variables and var-
ious other variable•• In the Seattle study, aocio•economic 
variables are not placed in the unique poeltlon of •aom!nance," 
in relst!on to the other variables. Rather, a particular vari• 
able, "median grade completed", is presented to indicate a 
soc1o•eoonom.1c pattern of 1nterrelationsh1pa in the matrix end 
another particular variable, npercent married•, is presented to 
indicate e tam1l7 pattern 1n the aeme matrix. 
In order to teat the comparability of the two matr1c1e• 
and, thereby, the reliability of fehm1d and Tagash1ra'• gen• 
era11zat1ona, a rank-order correlation was performed on the 
Seattle and Bronx correlations of each variable with the other 
variables, Ir the nine variables Wlder consideration are relev• 
atory or the basic aoc1o•demograph1c structure or the large 
urban community in the menuer in which. Schmid and Tagash1ra 
assert th~.t th~ a.re, then the nine variables should 
85schndd and Tagash1ra, 197• 
'I, 
1.111 
111 
interrelate !n the Bronx au sum~a~t&d und rank•order correla• 
tions of each variable to tho others in Seattle and in the 
Bronx should be significant. 
The !'1nd1nf~8 or th1~ ?*ank-or<ler correlntion nro as 
follower 
Varlable No. 
3 Percent under lS .67* (S.ign1f1oent) 
10 Percent Married .74 ft 
2$ Percent Fem.alee in the 
Labor Force -.62 ( Irutif,niticant) 
31 Mean Household Size .60 " 
1$ Median Valutt Owner-
Oecup1 ed Houa1ne; Unj. ts .;>$ ft 
18 Median Grade Completed .14 " 
20 P~roent male Protess1onal. 
Technical, and Kindred 
• 18 .. Worker a 
b Percent lles>;'O • 36 • Percent otbGr lonwh1te .33 " 
•Rank-Order CorTelation Coerrtc1ent 
The correlation indicating s1gntf1Cf.DC8 at the s~ level 
ot probab111t7 1• .643. 
seven ot the nine variables round bJ Schmid and 
Ta~aabira to reveal the baa1c soc1o•d&l'Lograph1c structure ot the 
large urban area were found not to interrelate in the Bl"Onx ln 
the manner in which Scbmid end Tagasbira preaented. This could 
mean that the Bronx ia structurall7 d1tterent from Seattle, or 
thet the variable• have d1tfer1ng aoc1olog1oal meaning between 
the two c1t1ea, or it c~uld mean nothing. However, th1• ranking 
doea indicate that the Scnmid-Tagaahira generalizations are not 
relieble tor another kind or large urban oommunit7. 
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An interesting dissimilarity between the matrix tor the 
Bronx and the matrix for Seattle appears in the correlations or 
No. 25, "females in the female labor force•, with the two vari• 
ables, No. 3, "population under 15", and lo. 10, "married•. In 
Seattle, there was e high negative correlation in each case, 
-.689 in the former and -.671 in the latter. In the Bronx, 
however, "temales in the temele labor force" correlated aignifi• 
cantly and positively with •Population under 15" (.341) and with 
•:married" (.,585). 
In a study he did on Seattle.census tracts in 1950,86 
Schmid found a correlation or •• 702 between the percent "married" 
and "females in the female labor force" and e correlation ot 
-.852 between the fertility ratio and "females in the female 
labor force". The Bronx atatistice, on the other hand, indicate 
that census tracts high in young, dependent populations tend 
also to be high in the percent of women working, and tre.cts low 
in young, dependent populations tend to be low 1n the percent of 
women working. Also, census tracts high in the percent or the 
population that is married tend to be high 1n the percent or 
women working, and tracts low 1n the percent ot the population 
married tend to be low in the percent of women working. 
An explanation ot this phenomenon might be round in a 
generally low economic rating tor families in the Bronx, 
86 Calvin F. Schmi~ "Urban Crime Areas 1 Part I,," .!§.!!, 
XXV (August, 1960) 527-!>42• 
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requiring both parents to participate in the labor force to 
meet the generally high living costs in the New York 
Metropolitan Region. On an explanation might be found in en 
unusually large percent or three-generation families among the 
several etbnio groups that predominate in the Bronx, in which a 
mother or grandmother might work while the other cares for the 
home and children. Aleo, areas in the Bronx with relatively 
low dependent youth populations might be charaoteristically 
sreas with high concentrations of retired senior citizens, or ot 
families with adult children, or of unattached individuals. In 
any case the positive relationship of women in the labor force 
to these two family veriables is interesting and would appear to 
be an extensive study in itself. 
In 1950, 23.0 percent or the wives in husband-wife 
families living in .American urban areas participated in the 
labor force. 87 In 19bO, )J.2 percent of the American women who 
were married and living with their husbands in the central cities 
ot Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas participated in the 
labor torce.88 The decade ot the 19$0'1 saw a sizable increase 
in tho percent ot urban married women working. By 1960 three out 
ot ten urban married women were working. This general atat1st1o 
American Families (New York: John Wiley 
and 
Census, U~ s. Census of Population: 
Standard Metro olitan Statlst!cai 
I 
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appesrs more in agreement with the finding of the $eattle study 
than it does with the finding of the B:ronx study. Shevky and 
89 Bell hypothesize thet the variable, women in the labor force, 
reflects changes in the funetf on and structure of the ramj.ly. 
'I'hie veriable, slong with the "fertili t7 ratio" and the "percent 
ot single-fsruily dwelling units." became the components of their 
Urbe.nization Index. As a society increases in scale, the econom• 
1e functions of the family ere separated from the kinship tune• 
tiona of the family. The size and nature of the famil7 no long-
er ere determined by the family's status within the economy. 
Rather, a runetional felationshiE exists between characteristic• 
of the family end the economy. This rel~t1onsh1p allows for 
alternative forms of family structure to relate functionally to 
the economy. As the society becomes urbanized, the conjugal 
family becomes isoleted from the extended family; there is a 
wider range of choice of fmnily size; and women begin to move 
inte,the labor force. The separation ot the economic and the 
kinship functions of the family weaken traditional tam111st1c 
values due to the fact that individuals can participate in the 
economy lergely independent of their kinship ties. In cont1oo·,. 
struct1ng their Urbanization Index, Shevky and Bell hypothesized 
that as a society becomes more urbanized, the fertility ratio 
goes down end the percent of the women in the labor force goes 
up. In responding to the changing structure of productive 
~l ________ 8_9_s_h_•_v_k_1 __ •n __ d_B_e_1_1_, __ 1_1_. ______________________________ ....... 
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activity in the tren<i toward urbaniz.at1cin, the femily men becomes I iooleted in conjugal femili ee, tends to hove leso children end 
experiences a greeter partlcipotion of the female members of the 
family in the labor force. 
L 
The findings of Schmid end Tagashira in Seattle seem 
t~ contribute to the verification of Shavky and Bell's hypo-
thesis. The findings in this study or the Bronx, however, do 
not. ~hile the variable ~female in the fomale labor force" 
does relate signif'icently to the family status variables, "popu• 
lation under 15 years of age" and "percent or the adult popula• 
tion that !s married", the relst1onsh1p is directly opposed to 
that hypothesized by Shevky and Bell and oemonstreted by Schmid 
and Tagashira. 
In beattle, the correletion coefficient between variables, 
No. 7, "~egro", and No. 8, "other nonwhite" was .s~. In the 
Bronx, however, the coefficient of these two veriablea was only 
.038 (insignificant). In fact, no set of variables was found 1n 
the Bronx suggesting an ethnic dimenaion in its ecological 
structure. 
This again demonstrates the lack or generality of the 
Schmid and Taga:shira indices. The Bronx hes meny ethnic groups: 
old European, Negro and Puerto Rican. In 1960, approximately 
half of the Borough's population was of foreign stock, 13 percent 
was Puerto Rican, and 11.5 percent was Negro. Ho more than 
one•.fourth of the population was nat1 ve-born white of ' 
SS 
native-born white parentage.90 In all probab111tJ 1 ethnicity 
should be one of the basic characteristics of the Borough. 
However, the population variables Schmid and Tagash1ra chose to 
include in their study would not be sufficient to uncover thie 
feetor in the Brome. Their measures, "Negro" and "Other 
nonwhite" would not reflect the large Puerto Hi.can popul11t1on 
aince the Census Bureau categorizes all Puerto Ricans as "white" 
rega.rdless ot the color or racial chareoteristica of the 1nd1-
vi dual. 
In summary, s matrix was constructed ot correlation 
coefficients of 9 socio-demographic variables for the Bronx in 
1960 _that could be used in comparison to a similar matrix for 
Seattle which was suggested as relevatory of the underlying 
eoolog1cel structure of the large urban community. Secondl7, 
this matrix was comps.red to the Seattle matrix to teat the 
reliability ot the Schm1d•Tagash1ra variables as descriptive of 
the ecological and demographic structure of the large urban 
communit7 and, specifically, as descriptive of the ecological 
structure of the Bronx. 
The findings of this study indicate that there are few 
similarities between the bronx matrix and the Seattle matrix. 
Thia demonstrates the lack of reliability or the Schm1d-Tagaah1ra 
indices as revelatory ot the basic socio-demographic structure 
of the Bronx. Furthermore, ethnicity, one of most obvious ot the 
90u. s. Bureau of the Census, n. s. Ceneu•es ot Popnla,. 
yion and Housing: ••• , 23. 
i
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population chsrecteri1tics of the Bronx, is not revealed aa 
important through the correlation ot the Schm1d-Tagash1ra vari~ 
ables in the Bronx. In fact, it appears that the Schmid· 
Tagsshira selection is incapable of revealing the Bronx ethnio!t71 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCTJUSIONS 
This thesis reports on a partial replication of a study 
ot a aeries of socio-demographic variables gathered friom census 
tract data by Calvin Schmid and Kiyoshi Tagashira for Seattle in 
1960. This replication presented a matrix of product•moment 
correlation coefficients of nine socio-demographic variables tor 
the Bronx, New York City, in 1960 and a oanparison of this matrix 
to a similar matrix constructed by Sohmi d and Tagashira in their 
study or Seattle in 1960. This comparison is made in working 
toward the generation of ecological theory concerning urban 
struotu!'e. 
Tbrougb rank-order correlations of the variables presen-
ted in tbis thesis, significant differences were found between 
the Bronx matrix and the Seattle matrix, suggesting that the 
Schm1d-Tagash1ra generalizations are almost useless for studying 
tbe Bronx. 
The findings of this study suggest several ooncJusiona, 
sane methodological and others theoretical. 
First, if generalizations are to be made about the ~eo­
logical st.ructure or a type of urban community based on heul'is-
tio, inductive multi-variate analysis, there is a need to H~&n­
dardize the selection process of variables included in the 
60 
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analysis. -Phis is neoess ary to assu!'.e the cornparab111 ty of the 
studies and so the reliab111 ty of the general1 zations. Since 
this kind of resoarch is heurlst1c, the cho1oe of variables are 
not deduoed t"iean theory. However, since this kind of research 
is oriented toward generating theory, the researchers in stan-
dardizing the selection of variables may be influenced by ongoing 
theory. ~1mpl7 because a variable la present is no reason to 
include it in an analysis. Because of the l:'llture or multi-vari-
ate anelya11, the 1nc1uaion or a variable can lead one away from 
the insight to theory as well as can the exclusion ot a variable. 
Det1n1te criteria, then, should be agreed upon for selecting 
variables. 
Secondly, there is a need to standardize sociological 
units tor empirical studies tnat are intended to uncover ecologi-
cal stl"Ucturea. Schmid and Tagashira sought to expose the under-
lying ecological and demographic structure or the large urban 
conmunity. Yet, both a large city like Seattle and an extra 
lal'ge borough like the Bronx would flt that definition. Because 
these are different types of urban community, their underlying 
stPUcturea might be quite different. Until empirical researcb 
has identified the a1m1lal'1t1es and differences between types of 
urban oonunun1t1e1, it anould be profitable to apeo1.ty the depen-
dent val'iable or these studies as the structure of a apeo1tlc 
type of urban community. Perhaps 1 as a start, tbe studies could 
be ot Standard Metropolitan $tat1st1cal Areaa. Once generalized 
dimensions are discovered about these un1ta, studies could be 
r 62 
made of their sub-units. 
In regard to theory, the findings indicate that the 
Schmid-Tagashira generalizations are not only not reliable for 
the Bronx, but also they have the same shortcomings that Hawl~:;y, 
D.lncan, Van Arsdol, Camilleri and Schmid found in the Shevk:y-
Bell indices: they arae not logic ally related to the concepts 
which they were intended to indicate and they lack generality. 
The ghevky-Bell indices were considered invalid logically because 
the authors did not demonstl"ate the necessity in the logical de-
duction of their indices f.ran their concepts. Fram the other 
direction, Schmid and Tagashira, while giving empirical content 
to thei.r indices, did not demonstrate that these factors neces-
sarily indicated th eitt ocncepts. Al though Van Arsdol, Camilleri 
and Schmid did demonstrate that the Shevky-Bell indices were 
reliable fol' tbe cities that Van Arsdol, Camilleri and Schmid 
studied, their findings were that the indices were l:'eliable for 
those cities alone and only on the basis of the variables chosen. 
The very same conclusion can be drawn concerning the Sohmid-
Tagashira study. 
Finally, the multi-variate analytic techniques used by 
Schmid and Tagashira and many otbe rs, appear to be valid in 
studying the ecological structure of the ul"ban community. '.i. l1ey 
do reveal regulatt !'elations hips opel"ating among the ecological 
and demographic characteristics of the comm.unity. If rigid con• 
tr·ols are maintained in selecting independent variables and in 
dafining the dependent variables, compa.rlson is possible and 
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theor-y generation ls hoped for. Besides generating theory, 
empirical techniques can provide indices for differentiating sub-
areas within urban comnunities according to theoretically signi-
ficant differences. This can result in an ecological mapping ot 
urban communities and the significant stuey of the i.-elationship 
between a basic ecological structure of an urban community and 
ott.iel" sociological characteristics of that community. 
This thesis can be considered as a small contribution to 
the generation of grounded theory concerning the ecological 
structure otan urban community. It 1a hoped that the subsequent 
empirical research of urban areas will oontl'ibute further to the 
theoretical baae in the ecological study of the u~ban community. 
r 
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